McCARTER THEATRE CENTER RECEIVES ACTION GRANT FROM THE NEW JERSEY COUNCIL FOR THE HUMANITIES

PRINCETON, NJ: McCarter Theatre Center is proud to be a recipient of a $7,800 Action Grant from The New Jersey Council for the Humanities (NJCH) for the commissioning of plays written by emerging playwrights involved in the ongoing research project entitled “Migration: People and Cultures across Borders”.

A collaboration between McCarter’s LAB program and the Princeton Institute for International and Regional Studies, “Migration: People and Cultures across Borders” brings a wide range of scholarly expertise to bear upon contemporary migration issues. Playwright research will continue through the coming months, with an April 2019 public presentation planned (further details TBA).

About the grant, McCarter’s Managing Director Michael S. Rosenberg said: “Commissioning emerging writers is how we at McCarter strengthen and grow artists. Thoughtful, political writing is how we strengthen and grow our New Jersey community. This grant from the NJ Council of the Humanities will help fund our collaboration with Princeton University as together we bring to life this ongoing, wide-ranging, and extremely worthwhile research project.”

New Jersey Council on the Humanities Action Grants help organizations implement a wide array of humanities-based projects; including public programs, exhibitions, installations, tours, and discussion groups. NJCH supports and acts as a resource for cultural and service-oriented nonprofit partners as they bring public humanities experiences to the citizens of New Jersey.

Links
The McCarter Lab: www.mccarter.org/lab.
The Princeton Institute for International and Regional Studies: http://piirs.princeton.edu/
The New Jersey Council for the Humanities (NJCH): http://njhumanities.org/

McCarter Theatre Center is supported by Princeton University, the New Jersey State Council on the Arts, and over 2,000 individuals, corporations, and foundations. McCarter Theatre is located at 91 University Place in Princeton, NJ. For more information, please visit www.mccarter.org.

For further inquiries and more information, contact: Tom Miller, Director of Public Relations tmiller@mccarter.org or 609.258.6524.